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IAB reported that programmatic spending was 
surging and would likely account for 68% of all 
digital advertising in the US this year. As a sales 
leader in ad tech, this is great news. 

There are plenty of prospects, but do you have 
enough time to go after them all?

Extensive research is needed to find ideal 
customers and to uncover their current approach 
to programmatic buying. This might have been a 
manual process in the past, but now, with the right 
solutions, that research can go much faster.

Q4 is quickly approaching—and buyers are preparing 
for their final campaigns of 2021. Make sure your 
target prospects know why you’d be the best 
partner network for them. 

Here are four quick ways to discover new prospects 
who are most likely to convert.

1
Target those 
without an MSA in 
place (and nurture 
the rest)
Many brands and agencies already have Master Service 
Agreements (MSA) in place with ad tech providers. This 
can be a hindrance to new sales, at least for the time 
being. This contract between the buyer and certain 
providers may prohibit the buyer from working with you.

While you likely won’t be able to sell to this buyer now, 
you can use MSA information to your advantage. 

By knowing which MSAs are in place, you can nurture 
these accounts with key information. You can distribute 
content that educates buyers on why your network is 
better than (or complementary to) the one they are using 
currently. This could help prompt them to either expand 
their partner networks or make a change at renewal time. 

While nurturing your list of those with an MSA in place, 
you can create a strong email and phone cadence to 
target those without MSAs. There is no reason to wait 
on these accounts - show them where your network 
really shines! This group should be targeted first and you 
can add new prospects as your group with current MSAs 
reaches out to learn more about your service.Request Your Free 

Custom Demo of 
MediaRadar Today!

L E T ’ S  G O !

http://mediaradar.com
http:///www.iab.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/2021-IAB-Marketplace-Outlook-Dec-2020-FINAL.pdf
http://www.mediaradar.com/request-demo
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MediaRadar can help you target your prospects:

• Research brands: As you do brand research, 
MediaRadar will tell you if a company is likely to have 
an MSA in place.

• Identify AdTech providers: We will also share who 
we think has the agreement, either the brand or the 
agency.

http://mediaradar.com
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2
Put users of 
specific ad tech on 
your “hot list” 
If your prospects are already using specific providers, 
this is good news. The brand or agency already values 
programmatic advertising—but they may need an 
extra nudge to switch over to your network. 

In short, you need to show how your network is 
superior to their current providers, or how it could 
potentially supplement their current plan. 

There are two key approaches here. 

Do you target a certain product category better 
than others? By identifying which providers your 
target accounts are already using, you can see 
where the prospect may be experiencing missed 
opportunities within their industry. If you have 
essential partnerships within their category, you may 
be a valuable asset to the brand. 

Does a prospect work with a network that is 
complementary to yours? This signals that the 
prospect is looking for your audience. Show them 
how they can expand their presence in ways they may 
not have thought about before. 

MediaRadar can help: 

• Use MediaRadar’s Programmatic Report: View all 
providers that an advertiser works with or customize 
the search to target brands only working with specific 
competition.

• Make a hot prospect list: After using the report tool, 
you can make a list identifying where you should put 
most of your effort.

• Let one of our experts show you how we can help you 
save time and win more business

• Get Your Free Custom Demo of MediaRadar Today!

http://mediaradar.com
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3
Identify brands that are 
investing now and buying 
across similar media.
Agencies work with multiple brands and know what 
their brands expect from their ad campaigns. When 
you build trust with an agency by delivering excellent 
service and appreciation, you can leverage this 
relationship to expand partnerships. 

Form strong relationships with your agency partners. 
They likely have other accounts with brands that 
complement your network.

But which agencies do you really want to give star 
treatment to? 

MediaRadar can help you identify which partnerships 
to focus on and which to expand upon. Did you know 
the top five agencies in the US handle the media 
buying for over 3,000 brands? How many are a fit for 
your audience? 

MediaRadar can also tell you which brands an agency 
represents and who handles the media buying across 
formats. The accuracy of MediaRadar’s Contacts is 
unmatched. Over the past three months (May, June, 
and July), we have added or updated over 5,200 
contacts. 12% of all the new contacts added during 
that time period were agency contacts

See How 
MediaRadar Can 
Save You Time

L E A R N  M O R E

http://mediaradar.com
http://www.mediaradar.com/request-demo
https://mediaradar.com
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4
Pitch those 
using your ad 
tech partners 
(DSP,SSP,Exchange, 
etc)   
Do you work with certain platforms regularly? If you 
are an exchange, which DSP or SSPs do you work with? 
Finding other brands using those platforms are great 
targets.

Once you’ve uncovered this information, you can start 
building a pitch highlighting the relationships you have. 
Consider using your network for personal connections 
to the professionals you need to connect with.

This will make the transition easy for the brands because 
they are already using your partnering tech. 

MediaRadar can help:

• Use the Programmatic Report to filter by the providers 
you work with: This will make a great prospect list. 

• Narrow the list further: You can include specific 
regions or product categories where your coverage 
excels.

http://mediaradar.com
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5
Identify brands 
who’ve already 
bought into 
the power of 
programmatic  
Brands who spend the majority of their digital ad budget 
on programmatic already find value in this buying 
method. 

These are brands you don’t have to “sell” on the power 
of programmatic. They already know that it’s flexible, 
targeted and efficient. With these details out of the way, 
you can focus on the advantages of your network and 
how you can help them reach their target audience.

MediaRadar can help:

• Identify how much of any advertisers’ budget is 
allocated to programmatic: We provide a digital spend 
breakdown for any brand when you export the results 
from our prospecting reports.

• Find missed opportunities: The Missed Business 
Report shows you the brands that are running 
with competition but not with you. For advanced 
prospecting, filter these results right down to each 
rep’s specific account lists.

Educate your buyers
The ad tech market is facing rapid growth—and a good 
amount of uncertainty along with that growth. 

The internet and digital advertising ecosystem are 
moving away from third-party cookies, without a clear 
winner as the alternative solution. At the same time, 
many brands and agencies are bringing the buying 
process in-house. 

Whether brands are new to programmatic or already 
have multiple providers, you’ll need to serve them as an 
educator in this time of change. 

The best way to do this is to have a clear understanding 
of how much they’ve bought into the technology, 
who they’ve worked with in the past and what they’re 
currently spending. With this information, you can guide 
them onto their next campaign. 

INTRIGUED?  ➜  MEDIARADAR.COM OR 855.RADAR.88

Try MediaRadar Today!
Request a free demo

http://mediaradar.com
http://mediaradar.com
http://mediaradar.com
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